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J.Af(X1,&,... , x,J be a polynomial with rational integral coefficients. 
Let d(f) be the greatest common divisor of all integers of the form 
f@m ,..., zn)wherezI,zz ,..., z~~Z.Moregenerallyif.4~={sa~+bJ~ez, 
a,, b, E 2, is an arithmetic progression for i = 1, 2,. . . , n we set 
A = Al x As x... x A,, 
and call d(A, f) the greatest common divisor of all integers of the form 
fh C2,. . . , zn) where z, E A<, i = 1,2,. . . , n. A rather simple expression 
for d(A, f) is derived in terms of the coefficients of L and we show that 
d(A, f) = d(f) when ala2.. . a,, is reIatively prime tof(bl, b2,. . . , bJ. When 
f is primitive it is shown that d(A,f) divides 
where m, is the degree off in x,, i = 1,2,. . , n. 
1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to prove some elementary 
number-theoretic results about polynomials in Z[Xi,. . . , XJ. If 
fW1,. * *, XJ is such a polynomial we call d(f) the greatest common 
divisor of all integers of the form f(zl, z2,. . . ,z,,) where zi E Z, i = 1, 
2 . . , n. More generally if ,4i = {q + bi}S l z, ci and pi E Z, is an arithmetic 
pYogression, i = 1,2, . . . . qwesetA=A1xAzx... x& andcalld(A,f) 
the greatest common divisor of all integers of the form f (zl,z2,. . . ,zJ 
wherezieAi,i= 1,2 ,..., n. We shall derive a rather simple expression for 
d(A, f) in terms of the coefficients off and show that d(,4, f) = du) when 
U~U~.,. a,, is relatively prime to f(bl, bz,. . . , ZQ. When f is primitive, i.e., 
when the coefficients off are relatively prime, we prove that d(A,jJ divides 
fJ C’! 
where pi is the degree off in pi, i = 1,2,. . . , K Finally we consider the 
problem of expressing dug) in terms of d(f) and d(g). 
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2. Notations and Terminology. Throughout this paper we let 
fG0 =fW1,. * . , X”) be a polynomial with coefficients in Z. We say that f 
is of type (ml,mz,. . ., mJ = m if the degree off in Xi is not greater than 
??li, i = 1,2,. . . , n. We write ,S for the set of n-tuples (iI, iz, . . . , in) = i where 
O<ij<t7Zj,j= 1,2,. . . , n, and put dictionary order on S. Setting 
xi= x;ixt. * *X$’ we can write f = x Ci Xi and then we define the 
ies 
column vector cJ = (. . . , q,. . .)’ where the prime denotes transpose. 
Let Z(“) = ZxZx xZ (n factors); then if $ = &,s~,. . . ,s”) and 
t = 01, tz,. . . , tn) belong to Z(“) we write set = (sltl, s2t2, * * * 3 MJ, 
s+t = (sl+tl, s2+t2,. . .,sn+tn), s’= sys;. . .s:. If al,. . .,a”, bl,. . ., 
bO oZ we put A1 = {ual+bl}u~z,. . ., A” = {uan+bn},,Ez and write 
A=AlxAzx... x A,,. We then define 
4f I= ;;;t; WN and d(A,f) = g;zf. {j(t)} = g.c.d. {j(s*a+b)j. 
If r is a natural number we set 
r-1 
4rcm = “JIO 0-u) 
and write 
‘AC0 = “i&S3 7 
the $! are the so-called Stirling numbers of the first kind [I]. The Stirling 
numbers of the second kind I$! are defined by the relation 
xr = “il (4!4”GJ 
It follows at once that the upper triangular matrices 
are inverses of each other and are unimodular. 
We generalize the functions +r as follows. For each i = (iI,. . . , in) E S 
we let 
and 
pi = ~i(Xl’, . . . , X”) = ~ ‘~ (X”-U) 
u=1 u=o 
(i)! = fI iD! 
v=1 
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where each Ai and &(A) is a rational number. 
Finally we putf(X) =f(X+b) =f(X1 +br,. . .,X,,+&), and write A for 
the product of the arithmetic progressions & = {~a”}~~~, v = 1,2,. . . , n. 
It is clear that d(j) = d(f), &t,f) = @,f) and that 
3. The notations in this section are those of Section 2. 
LEMMA I. &(A) is an integer for each i IS S. Furthermore setting 
a= (al,. . . , a”) and b = (bl, . . . , b”) we have 
d(A,f) = g;z.i. {&(A)} = g;t.t. {-f(i*a +b)]. 
ProoJ If s E Z(“) then 
j(s*a+b) ziFs &(A)+i(s*a+b; A)/(i)! 
Now the coefficients Of &(A) in this expression are integers by the definition 
of the & from which it follows that g.c.d. {Ai( divides d(A,f) once it 
is.9 
is proved that the pi are integers. To see this, restrict s to lie in S. 
Then ~&(s*a+b) = 0 if i =- s and is 1 when i = s, so that the integers 
f(s-a+ b), s E S, are related to the &(A), i E S, by an upper triangular 
unimodular matrix. Thus the ,&(A) are integers and 
g;ti. {Ai( = g;zi {f(i.a + b)]. 
Now it is trivial that d(A,f) divides g.c.d. {j(i*a + b)}. Combining these 
ieS 
results gives the statement of the lemma. 
From now on we set Vi(A) =f(i*a+ b), i E S, and write 
U(A) = (a . l 3 Vi(A), e a w )‘s 
Of course v(A) = (. . . , f(i-a), . . .)‘. 
Now from Taylor’s theorem we have, using an obvious notation for 
derivatives, that 
3(X) = $.. ei Xi 
where ei =&(bl, b2, . . . , bJ/(i)! It follows that e, (say) = (. . . , ei,. . .)’ 
= M(A)-c~ where M(A) is a square matrix of order ISi and the element 
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in the ith row andjth column of M(A) is 0 ifj c i, 1 ifj = i, and is 
bkmiU if j > i. 
Thus M(A) is an upper triangular unimodular matrix and in fact 
w4 = w&l @ m&l @J * * * c3 m4J 
where 
and 8 denotes tensor or Kronecker product. 
Next, 
u= 1,2 ,..., n. 
Thus u(A) = N(A)%(A)*+ 
LEMMA 2. There exists a unimodular matrix U, independent of A, and a 
unimodular matrix V(A), such that 
U-N(A)*V(A) = y;; {. . ., (i)! ai,. . .}. 
ProojI We shall prove in fact that U may be taken lower triangular with 
l’s on the diagonal and V(A) upper triangular with l’s on the diagonal. 
Note that since N(A) = N(Al) @ - * - @N(AJ it is enough to prove the 
lemma when n = 1. The proof in this case is by induction on m. When 
m = 1 we take 
We write N(A) = N,,,. By the induction hypothesis there exist U,,,-I and 
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F’,,,-r of the required form such that 
Um-r.Nm-r.Vm-r = diag {O!, l!a,. . .,(m-l)!am-‘} 
where a = al. We set 
where r = (I-,,, rr,. . . , r,,,- r) and c = (ce, cl,. . . , c,,,- r)’ and show that we 
can find integers ri, ci, i = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1 such that 
Um-N,,,*Vm = diag {O!, l!a,. . .,m!am}. 
Now we can write 
where 
and 
ymv l = (0, am, (2~)~, . . . , ((m - l)a)m)’ 
pm-l = (1, ma, (ma)‘,. . ., (ma)m-l), 
and so U,,, ’ N,,, * V,,, becomes 
C 
U,,,-l*N,,-l~V,-l U,,,-l*(N~wl.c+C~-l) 
(r*N,,,-l+p,,,-l)*V J (~.~~-~+~~-~).c+r.~~-~+(rna)~ . 
We therefore require r and c to satisfy 
N,,,mlc+ymwl =0, rN,,,Sl+p,,,-l=O, rym-l+(ma)m= m!am. 
Since 
det N,,, = fi i!ai 
i=l 
it is clear that the third condition above is automatically satisfied. Now a 
straightforward compution using Cramer’s rule gives 
Computing ce, cr , . . . , c,,, - I is equivalent to finding the unique polynomial 
ofde~eem-lw~chtakesthev~ue-(~)~atx=u~,~=O,l,...,m-l, 
which is just x(x-a,. . .(x-(m-l)u)-P, i.e. 
Ill-1 
x &am-Y. 
PI=1 
So we take c = (0, am- ‘si, . . . , as:- ’ ’ ) . The induction is complete and 
the lemma is proved. 
The proof shows that 
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where 
1 
1 0 0 -** 0 0 
0 1 aus; . . . aF-3ku-l a?- ‘sAu 
V(A) = . 
0 6 6 ::: i ausE:-’ 
0 0 0 . . . 0 *I 1 
We write JV(,4J = V(A,,)-’ and it is clear from our remarks in Section 2 
that PV(A”) is defined as V(AJ with si replaced by 0: everywhere. We 
define 
W(A) = W(Al) @ W(AJ c3 - - - @I W(An) = v(A)- 
NowifwesetD=diag{...,(Q!ui,...]wehave 
i=S 
U.u(A) = D+V(A)+&4)~c~ = D*c; 
where (. . . , I$,. . .)’ = c; = W(A)44(A)*cp Since U is unimodular we 
can use Lemma 1 to immediately derive 
THEOREM 1. d(A,j) = g$t. {(Q!&F} 
where the I$’ are de$ned as above in terms of the coeficients cj off. 
This result can be applied to obtain rather precise information about 
d(A,f ). 
THEOREM 2. (i) If f is primitive of type m = (ml, mz,. . . , mm) then d(A,f) 
divides (m)! 8. Conversely, if d is any divisor of (m)! a”‘, then there exists 
a primitive polynomial of type m such that d(A,f) = d. 
(ii) If f is primitive of type m cznd (al a2. . . u”, f(b)) = 1 then d(A,f) 
diuides (m)! and (al a2. . . a”, d(A, f )) = 1. Conuersely, if d is any divisor of 
(m)! such that (aI a2. . . a”, d) = 1, then there exists a primitive polynomial f 
of type m such that d(A, f) = d and (ul u2. . . a,,, f (b)) = 1. 
Proof. (i) By hypothesis the coefficients ci off are relatively prime. The 
same is then true of the c? since W(A)-M(A) is unimodular. Thus if p is a 
prime and fll jd(A,f) but pr J’(m)! u’” then it follows from Theorem 1 
that pjc; for each i E s. This is a contradiction and so d(A, f) divides 
(m)!u’“. Conversely, if d divides (m)!fl, then f(X) = a”‘. &,(X1,. . ., 
X” ; A) -+ d is clearly primitive and d(A, f) = d. 
(ii) Since M(A) is unimodular the polynomial 3 is also primitive. Set 
Ml,. . ., Xl=3@lXl,a.., a” X”) so that d(h) = d (A,f) = d(A, f ). Now 
f(b) = qo, . . ., oj = the constant term of h and so h is also primitive since 
C ala2. . . on, f(b)) = 1. From part (i) of this theorem it follows that d(h) 
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divides (m)!, i.e. d(Q) divides (m)! Also, d(QJ divides f(b) and so 
hu2. * . u,,, &4,~)) = I. Conversely suppose dsatisfies these two conditions. 
We define integers CT, i E S, as follows: 
cr=d if i#m=(ml ,..., m,,),cz=l. 
The c* are relatively prime and so the integers q defined by the relation 
C . . . , ci, . . .)’ = M(A)-i. IV(A)- l*(. . . , c:, . . .)’ are also relatively prime. 
Thus j = z ci Xi is primitive and, by Theorem I, d(A,f) = d. It is easy 
i.z.7 
to see that d = c&, .. ., ,-,) =j@) and so (ur u2. . .uJ(b)) = I. This con- 
cludes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Iff is primitive und (ul u2. . . uJ(b)) = 1 then d(A,f) = d(f). 
ProoJ f(X) = .z lj($j(X)/(j)! and from Lemma 1 we know that 
d(~) = d(~) = g.~.~~ {~j}. ThUS 
jcS 
~A) = P(A)‘(. , .,~j,. . .)’ 
where the element in the (i, j)-th position of P(A) is 4j(i*u)/(j)!. It follows 
that P(A) = P(A l) CO P(A2) @ * * - @P(A”) where 
By elementary row and column operations one sees that det (P(AJ) = uz 
where pU = mU(mU+ 1)/2, and so 
det (P(A)) = fi up. 
kl=l 
Now (q u2. . .u”,ji(b)) = 1 by hypothesis and since &4,f) divides f(b) 
we see that det (P(A)) and d(A,f) are relatively prime. Thus P(A) modulo 
d(A,f) is non-singular in the ring of integers module d(A,f) and, by 
definition, v(A) module d(A,f) is the zero vector. Reducing the equation 
u(A) = P(A)-(. . .,Ai,. . .)’ 
modulo d(A,f) we conclude that 2 i s 0 modulo d(A,f) for all i E S. It 
follows that d(A,f) divides d(f), and since du) divides d(,4,f) from the 
definitions of these integers, we can conclude that du) = &4,f). This 
completes the proof. 
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In conclusion we derive a relation between dvg), du) and d(g) where 
f(X) and g(X) belong to ZIX1,. . . , XJ. Let 
it is clearly no restriction to assume that f and g are of the same type m. 
Now by Lemma 1 we know that 
and so 
Thus, by lemma again, 
Now the c!,~ can be computed rather easily; indeed it is clearly sufficient 
to do this when n = 1 since 
In that case an elementary computation shows that 
when k 2 max (i,j) and is 0 otherwise. 
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